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digital platform for labs

Ley-con is a digital platform for labs that connects a
wide variety of digital lab applications from different
vendors. This allows you to find and use the best
solution(s) for your lab environment on any device.
Ley-con enables connectivity and a fast and efficient
data flow in your lab environment by connecting people,
processes, lab devices, environmental data and more.
With one platform it is possible to centralize and manage
the data of different laboratory software from various
manufacturer.
Therefore, complex integrations and interface
developments are no longer necessary and applications
can be connected via plug & play. Beside existing
application from the digital lab service market Ley-con
provides additional applications with basic functionality.

Strenghts of Ley-con

Manufacturer independent
Fast adaption
Data centric approach

Vendor friendly.
Ley-con offers a diverse and dynamic platform
that integrates and coordinates existing digital
lab solutions of any kind including Ley-con
applications with basic functionality. This way
vendors can benefit from the network Ley-con
creates and users are simply offered new perspectives and opportunities.
Build your personal lab infrastructure.
Every lab is different, and this also applies to
the specific requirements. Ley-con‘s modular
concept/principle allows users to easily combine
and customize digital lab applications of any
kind to meet personal needs and to make the
best out of any existing solution.
Stay in sync.
Thanks to Ley-con, you can synchronize the
data you work with across devices as well
as with the lab services you use, seamlessly
keeping your digital lab infrastructure up to date.
One interaction point for the user.
The web-based Ley-con Launcher is the
central point of contact that enables easy and
satisfaying access to all the life-changing digital
solutions your lab can benefit from and provides
an intuitiv user interface to work with.
See the big picture.
By structuring lab processes, -activities, or
environmental data and show all the data
digital-visible, Ley-con reduces the complexity
of tasks and creates overview and perspective
to achieve your goals at work.
Flexbile and ubiquitous use.
Ley-con runs on every internet connected
desktop and mobile device like smartphone
or tablet to provide a flexible work environment
anywhere.
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